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1. Is title meaningful and according to objective of your study?  

2. Authors Qualification/designation/university/institute is mentioned? 

3. Email, mobile/phone number and mailing address of corresponding author is given  

4. Is abstract written as par IMJ format under following heading; Objective, Study Design, Place 

and Duration, Methodology, Result, Conclusion, Keywords? (Maximum 250 words) 

5. Is key words are appropriate (No abbreviation, minimum of 6 key words) and in order.  

6. Is introduction contains the following information;  

(a) Introduction of topic  

(b) Historical background if any  

(c) Rationale/ justification of conducting this research  

(d) Objective at the end 

7. Is methodology contain following information in order,  

(a) Study design  

(b) Place and exact duration of study  

(c) Inclusion/Exclusion criteria  

(d) Sample selection  

(e) Comprehensive methodology  

(f) Which parameters/data collected?  

(g) Data analysis under separate heading.  

8. Is results contain following information: 

(a) Total number of subject 

(b) n value and % both 

(c) Total of % should be 100 
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(d) Statistical analysis 

(e) Each table/fig is explained in separate paragraph 

(f) Data is as per objective (irrelevant data deleted)  

(g) Are table /figure captioned properly and captions are meaningful (Only 4 

table/figure allowed) 

9. Is discussion comprehensive and directed towards conclusion? 

10. Is each parameter/variable discussed in separate paragraph along with literature 

comparison and concluding sentence at the end 

11. Is conclusion is not just reflection of result and precise 

12. Is objective /study design and conclusion is same in abstract and main manuscript 

13. Is author contribution given under following heading; Conceived Idea, Designed Research 

Methodology, Literature Search, Data Collection, Literature Review, Data Interpretation, 

Statistical Analysis, Manuscript Writing, Manuscript final reading, Manuscript approval, and 

other (if any) 

14. Reference: 

(a) Is reference citing is in order in text 

(b) References are cited as per Vancouver style 

(c) References should not be more than 15 years old until of extreme significance 

(d) At last, 50% of references should be from last 5 years 
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